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Abstract

The goal of the RAS Problem Solving Competition 2015 is to build a predictive model for railway
track degradation, given a data set containing historical records. In this report, we describe our approach
to solving this model. We have implemented three techniques based on statistics and machine learning
principles: (i) logistic regression, (ii) decision trees, and (iii) clustering. A robust estimate of the final
state of a given track defect is produced, based on fusion of the output from these three predictive models.

1 Introduction

The stated problem in “RAS Problem Solving Competition 2015” (RAS 2015) is to build a predictive model
for the degradation of track geometry using information on track layout, its characteristics, traffic and a
series of historical inspection records . The key inputs are:

• Spatial location: line segment number, track number, mile post

• Track characteristics: track type (T/S/C), class (1-5), operating speeds of the freight and passenger trains

• Traffic: number of cars /trains travelling east/west, total gross tonnage carried through each section

• Inspection records: date, car, defect type (SURF/XLEVEL/DIP), length, amplitude, tag (yellow/red)

Given the inspection detail of the track on a given date, the model should be able to predict the tag of a
defect after a specified number of days from this date of inspection.

1.1 Literature review

Driven by the maintenance cost and operational disruptions caused by frequent track repairs, predictive
modelling of track degradation is an extensively studied problem in literature. The focus of our survey was
on techniques that could be implemented quickly, and on a data set of moderate size and detail. Ferreira and
Murray (1997) provided an overview of traditional track deterioration modelling, covering the state of the
art up to the late 1990’s. Shafahi et al. (2008) defined states of the track based on five intervals of combined
track record index rating, and built three prediction models of track quality using (i) Markov chains, (ii)
artificial neural networks, and (iii) neuro-fuzzy networks. They used data collected from Iranian Railways
network for the empirical study. Sadeghi and Askarinejad (2010) investigated the impact of parameters
such as loading conditions, track maintenance status and track quality on track degradation. They derived
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correlations between track degradation and the effective parameters using parametric analysis and used these
correlations to develop a track degradation model.

Andrade and Teixeira (2012) modelled railway track degradation in a Bayesian setting using the inspection
data from the main Portuguese rail line. The standard deviation of longitudinal levelling defect was used
as a measure of track quality. They estimated parameters for a log-normal distribution representing the
prior, and estimated the posterior distribution using Monte Carlo simulations. Vale and Lurdes (2013) used
the Dagum distribution to model track degradation over time. They also characterized track quality by
standard deviation of the longitudinal level in track segments. Guler (2014) modelled track degradation
using an artificial neural network. They used data about track structure, traffic characteristics, track layout,
environmental factors, track geometry, maintenance and renewal to model track geometry deterioration. He
et al. (2014) presented a statistical deterioration model to capture the degradation process of different types
of track geometry defects. Based on exploratory data analysis, they used an exponential relationship between
deterioration rate and external factors (tonnage carried, number of cars, number of trains, and number of
inspection runs in sequence since the last observed Red tag).

He et al. (2014) used statistical modelling of track degradation for different types of track geometry
defects. Their study exhibited close resemblance with the RAS 2015 problem, and we have used insights
from this study in our logistical regression model. However, several authors including Vale and Lurdes (2013)
have noted that track defects can evolve non-linearly depending on several factors, such as the age of the
track. Given the absence of such information in the provided data set, we decided to use two naturally non-
linear classification algorithms to compare and contrast the output of the logistic regression model: decision
trees, and cluster analysis.

1.2 Solution overview

The quality of any prediction model depends on access to clean and reliable data. In our solution, we first
executed a data preprocessing step, where the provided data set was cleaned and sorted. Details of the same
are provided in Section 2.1. Then, based on the insights described in Section 1.1, we chose to initially predict
the final defect state using three separate techniques: (i) logistic regression, (ii) decision trees, and (iii) cluster
based classification. These methods are described in Section 2.2. We observed that the predictions made
by the three methods on the RAS test data were in agreement with each other more than 85% of the time.
Therefore, we implemented a simple majority vote for making our final predictions of RED/YEL tags in the
test data. This step is described in Section 2.3.

2 Solution details

The codes relevant to the discussion in this section have been in implemented in (i) C++ using MS Visual
Studio for Section 2.1, and R for Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1 Data pre-processing

Analysis of the training data set showed that the threshold values for classifying a given defect were dependent
on (i) defect type, and (ii) track class. Therefore, the first step in data preprocessing is to split the training
data by these two headers. We note that all further analysis (including the implementation of Section 2.2)
is carried out separately for each defect type and track class combination. In detail, the preprocessing steps
are as follows.

Prep 1 Read training data set (training.csv)1. Sort the training records for each defect type in ascending order
of line segment number, track number, milepost, date of inspection and defect amplitude.

1Records are filtered as per defect type and stored separately.
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Prep 2 Iterate over the training records for each defect type to identify repeat defects2. Defects from the same
defect type, line number, track number and found within 100 feet on either side of a previous defect are
considered relevant to a single repeat/unique defect. We observed a few instances where records for a
single repeat defect are tagged by different track classes. In such unexplained cases, the relevant record
is dropped from further analysis. The output of this preprocessing step is a set of ‘unique defects’ and
their associated defect observations over time.

Prep 3 Sort the defect observations for each unique defect as per date of inspection. For each unique defect
type, iterate over the defect observations to identify temporal repetitions. As instructed, we considered
two inspection runs to be the same if they were within 7 days of each other. If we merge two such
observations, we store the larger (absolute) value of defect amplitude and length.

Prep 4 Read inspection data set (inspection.csv). Filter records according to line and track numbers. Sort all
inspection records for a given line-track number pair in ascending order of (i) date of inspection and
(ii) start milepost.

Prep 5 Populate inspection history of unique defects. For a given unique defect, iterate over the inspection
records for the relevant line and track number. Add an inspection record to the unique defect if the
location of the defect is covered by an inspection run that is not present in training.csv (i.e., no defect
was detected at that location on that date). Count the number of inspections between consecutive
YEL/RED defect observations of a unique defect.

Prep 6 Read tonnage data set (tonnage.csv). Filter records by line number, track number, year and month.
Sort the records for each combination of line number, track number, year and month in ascending order
of start milepost. Populate tonnage information for each unique defect. For each record in a given
unique defect, the values of tonnage, number of cars, and number of trains are cumulative up to the
next observation record.

Prep 7 Each pair of successive records within a unique defect can be viewed as a ‘transition’ of the defect
state. We remove the transition record with count of inspection run greater than 0 within the time
interval of these two test dates. This indicates that the track has been repaired within this time
interval as intermediate inspection runs were not able to detect a defect. In the final step, we identify
valid transitions3 from the list of unique defects. A valid transition is logged if the first of two
consecutive records is either YEL or RED, and the second record at least of equal priority as the first
(only YEL→YEL, YEL→RED, and RED→RED pairs are kept). This omits records where the defect
severity has reduced, which could happen because of maintenance. There are 3706 valid transitions in
the merged data set.

The output of the data preprocessing step is the Valid Transitions data file4. This file is the sole
reference for the prediction steps described in Section 2.2. Each valid transition record contains the following
information, with the subscript ‘1’ representing the earlier inspection record, and subscript ‘2’ representing
the immediately following inspection record.

• Common data: line number, milepost, track number, track code, class, freight train speed, passenger
train speed, defect type, car ID

• Defect evolution: time gap (elapsed days between the two consecutive defect records), defect priority
(1 & 2), length (1 & 2 ), amplitude (1 & 2)

• Governing factors: cumulative cars and trains east/west, cumulative tonnage between the two records

2In the codes, all records relevant to a single repeat defect are put into one Unique Defect object.
3We use only valid transitions for degradation modelling in subsequent steps.
4A significant proportion of car and train counts are missing in the provided tonnage data. Consequently, the Valid Transi-

tions file has approximately 30% records with zero values for cars and trains.
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2.2 Individual prediction models

In this section, we describe the three models employed for predicting the final status of the track defects.
Insights derived from the individual models are described here, while a comparative analysis and the fusion
rules used to generate the final predictions are presented in Section 2.3. We chose to omit the number of
trains and cars from our analysis, because of the significant proportion of missing data in these fields.

2.2.1 Logistic regression

Since the objective of the competition is to predict the value of a binary variable (RED/YEL), logistic
regression was a natural choice for modelling the problem. We have applied logistic regression with the
confusion matrix metrics commonly used in statistics, and we do not describe the mechanics here. We have
implemented a step regression scheme, where the choice of independent variables is made by the model from a
predefined set of options. We initiated the algorithm with DEF AMPLTD1, TIMEGAP, TOT DFLT MGT
and TEST FSPD as potential candidates. The logical steps followed by the algorithm are as follows. Note
that the same procedure is implemented for each combination of defect type and track class.

1. Split the training data (provided by RAS) into two parts: Training and Evaluation. The evaluation
data set is used to estimate the prediction accuracy of the logistic regression in Section 2.3.

2. Estimate the logistic regression model using the glm command (generalised linear model).

3. Perform a pruning step using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), to remove unimportant inde-
pendent variables.

4. Make predictions for evaluation data in order to estimate predicate accuracy.

5. Use the logistic regression to make predictions for the RAS testing data.

Insight: As shown in Appendix, DEF AMPLTD1 and TIMEGAP have the most predictive power for
logistic regression in the given data set. This characteristic was common to most defect types and track
classes.

2.2.2 Decision trees

Binary classification problems in the data mining field are frequently solved using decision trees, a form of
supervised classification learning. This method provides flexibility in handling a wide variety of input data
(nominal, numeric and textual). In addition, the resulting trees are self-explanatory and easy to understand.
We have used the decision tree algorithm inbuilt in R, as part of the rpart package. The algorithm was
initiated using DEF AMPLTD1, TIMEGAP, TOT DFLT MGT, TSC CD and TEST FSPD as potential
candidates. The logical steps executed for each defect type and track class are as follows.

1. Split the training data (provided by RAS) into two parts: Training and Evaluation. The evaluation
data set is used to estimate the prediction accuracy of the decision tree in Section 2.3.

2. Build a decision tree using the rpart command.

3. Prune the tree using the criteria of minimum prediction error.

4. Make predictions for evaluation data in order to estimate predicate accuracy.

5. Use the decision tree to make predictions for the RAS testing data.

Insight: As shown in Appendix, DEF AMPLTD1 forms the root node in the trees for all defect types
and track classes. The second important factor is TIMEGAP, and to a smaller extent, TOT DFLT MGT.
The remaining two variables are typically ignored by the algorithm.
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2.2.3 Cluster based classification

The intuition behind the clustering approach is to group the defects that evolved similarly to each other
over time. Predictions are made by mapping each point to the closest cluster and its associated RED/YEL
prediction. We tested several sets of independent variables for training the clustering algorithm. Based on
the results of these tests, as well as on insights derived from Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we decided to use
TIMEGAP, DEF AMPLTD1, TOT DFLT MGT, and DEF LGTH1 as clustering dimensions.

There are two important parameters that need to be selected for efficient clustering. First, the number of
clusters should be chosen such that the classification accuracy is maximised without over-fitting. We decided
to let the algorithm find the optimal number of clusters automatically, by iterating over values between 2
and 15. Second, the cluster prediction (RED/YEL) is based on the final status of the constituent population.
If the number of training data points that ended up becoming RED in a given cluster is above a certain
threshold, any further points assigned to the cluster are predicted to be RED. The fraction of population
required for such tagging is also evaluated iteratively, between the values of 0.2 and 0.6. The specific steps
in the algorithm for each defect type and track class are as follows.

1. Split the RAS training data into three parts: Cluster Training, Internal Testing and Evaluation.

2. Perform clustering based on the Cluster Training data (iteratively over clusters and RED fraction)

3. Do an internal performance estimation using Internal Testing data.

4. Pick the cluster number and red fraction combination that performs the ‘best’ on the testing data.
There are two options for defining ‘best’: expected prediction accuracy (termed Expectation) or a
minimum guaranteed prediction accuracy (termed MaxMin).

5. Estimate the resulting prediction accuracy on the Evaluation data.

6. Use the clusters to make predictions for the RAS testing data.

Insight 1: The cluster centres and their respective classifications show that DEF AMPLTD1 is the most
important driver of final status. This is followed by TIMEGAP and then by DEF LGTH1. An interesting
point to note is that very large time gaps sometimes relate to a reduction in final severity. We believe that
this may be an artefact of the data, where some stopgap maintenance was carried out on the defect in the
intervening period of several months.

Insight 2: The number of points assigned to each cluster indicates the most common trajectories for
defects in the given data set. Clusters that are densely populated and are tagged with a RED prediction are
prime candidates for preventive maintenance.
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Figure 1: Cluster centres for DIP and track class 4. High values of DEF AMPLTD1 and TIMEGAP are
primary variables. The single RED point at DEF AMPLTD1 = 1.62 ft has a very high TIMEGAP value.
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2.3 Final prediction step

The final prediction is based on a simple majority vote - if at least two of the three models predicts RED, the
final prediction is RED. In Table 1, we present the prediction accuracy of all three models, and the combined
prediction, on evaluation data (10% of the valid transitions, not used for training the models). The value in
each entry in the table is equal to the percentage of transitions that were marked correctly:

Prediction accuracy =
Number of correct predictions

Total number of predictions
.

Table 1: Prediction accuracy for evaluation data
Defect type Logistic Regression Decision Tree Clustering Combined

DIP 80.00 81.18 69.09 81.18
SURFACE 78.49 77.42 70.96 77.42
XLEVEL 56.25 69.64 58.03 58.03

3 Concluding Remarks

Table 1 shows us that the decision tree model performs the best on one specific split of the provided training
data. This is followed by logistic regression and then by clustering. However, the same performance levels
may not be obtained for a different set of data. Therefore, in our final predictions for the RAS test data,
we have presented the combined predictions. This approach represents a hedging strategy on the prediction
accuracy.

During our analysis, we felt that more information about maintenance activity would have been immensely
useful for data preprocessing. We would have been able to use much more data for training the models,
potentially increasing the prediction accuracy.
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Appendix: Parameters and details of individual models

Table 2: Parameters for the logistic regression model
Defect type Class Intercept DEF AMPLTD1 TIMEGAP TOT DFLT MGT TEST FSPD

DIP 4 -32.5765 19.3355 0.0104 – –
DIP 5 -24.020 17.115 – – –

SURFACE 5 -20.1679 -17.0915 0.0199 -0.0481 –
XLEVEL 4 7.9596 – – – -0.1277
XLEVEL 5 0.23092 – – 0.03480 –

Table 3: Cluster centres for XLEVEL defects.
Class Amplitude Timegap Tonnage Length Prediction

1.16 38 6.58 6.35 YEL
1.18 12 2.90 9 YEL
-1.21 25 4.31 12.61 YEL
-1.17 185 16.61 10.8 RED
1.19 113 18.51 9.37 RED
1.21 81 11.51 11.14 RED
1.22 57 8.17 19.6 RED

4 -1.23 91 14.22 12 RED
1.28 185 25.54 17.2 RED
1.32 27 4.75 20.25 RED
1.32 125 26.03 35.8 RED
-1.31 35 5.72 48.67 RED
1.32 81 10.31 39.4 RED
1.57 23 2.85 65.75 RED
-1.75 76 14.82 161 RED
-0.93 34 5.67 8.04 YEL
0.95 44 7.07 10.95 YEL
-0.95 84 13.50 11.87 RED
-0.95 161 25.67 7.45 RED

5 0.97 92 15.77 16.18 RED
0.97 155 26.44 16.54 RED
0.98 20 3.81 16.74 RED
-1.09 40 6.39 59.28 RED
-1.10 38 6.15 24 RED
1.19 35 5.96 60.83 RED
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Table 4: Cluster centres for SURFACE defects.
Class Amplitude Timegap Tonnage Length Prediction

-1.03 20 3.43 3.54 YEL
-1.04 43 7.08 3.81 YEL
-1.04 103 16.40 3.49 YEL
-1.05 73 12.22 4.15 YEL
-1.07 158 23.84 4.25 RED
-1.10 198 36.23 5.07 RED

5 -1.10 128 20.57 4.68 RED
-1.17 38 5.83 7.26 RED
-1.21 101 16.57 7.69 RED
-1.21 18 3.22 7.66 RED
-1.22 64 10.75 7.44 RED
-1.56 38 6.21 10.07 RED

Table 5: Cluster centres for DIP defects.
Class Amplitude Timegap Tonnage Length Prediction

1.54 35 6.31 4.28 YEL
1.58 115 21.60 6.2 YEL
1.59 13 3.28 7.2 YEL
1.60 72 12.11 7.81 YEL

4 1.64 46 8.24 9 YEL
1.62 160 20.76 8.05 RED
1.78 29 4.77 10.62 RED
1.82 110 14.56 12.2 RED
1.88 62 9.69 8.16 RED
1.29 30 4.85 5.03 YEL
1.30 48 7.68 5.68 YEL
1.30 15 3.14 5.36 YEL
1.32 73 12.05 5.96 YEL
1.32 106 15.85 6.1 YEL
1.33 39 5.96 7.03 YEL

5 1.34 140 21.77 6.23 YEL
1.32 60 9.38 5.95 RED
1.46 85 13.88 8.25 RED
1.47 49 7.71 10.58 RED
1.49 25 3.81 8.26 RED
1.87 24 4.63 13 RED
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|
DEF_AMPLTD1>=1.675

RED
39/0/3

YEL
34/0/82

(a) DIP, Class 4

|
DEF_AMPLTD1>=1.435

RED
42/0/8

YEL
55/0/208

(b) DIP, Class 5

Figure 2: DIP defects decision trees
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|
DEF_AMPLTD1>=1.205

DEF_AMPLTD1< −1.175

TIMEGAP>=59

DEF_AMPLTD1>=1.175

DEF_AMPLTD1< 0

TOT_DFLT_MGT>=11.05

RED
52/0/2

RED
47/0/6

RED
10/0/2

RED
15/0/8

YEL
2/0/5

YEL
6/0/12

YEL
8/0/37

(a) XLEVEL, Class 4

|
DEF_AMPLTD1>=0.965

DEF_AMPLTD1< −0.975

DEF_AMPLTD1>=0.935

DEF_AMPLTD1< −0.915

TOT_DFLT_MGT>=5.179

TOT_DFLT_MGT< 16.47

TOT_DFLT_MGT>=19.37

RED
176/0/5

RED
123/0/5

RED
37/0/17

RED
56/0/30

YEL
4/0/8

YEL
9/0/17

RED
19/0/9

YEL
95/0/198

(b) XLEVEL, Class 5

Figure 3: XLEVEL defects decision trees
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|
DEF_AMPLTD1< −1.165

DEF_AMPLTD1< −1.085

TIMEGAP>=42.5

TIMEGAP>=97

TOT_DFLT_MGT< 9.509

RED
159/0/32

RED
28/0/9

RED
21/0/12

YEL
19/0/32

YEL
13/0/52

YEL
81/0/396

(a) SURFACE, Class 5

Figure 4: SURFACE defects decision tree
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